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Art treasures protected as Cemplas repairs rooftop car park 
 
Cemplas Waterproofing and Concrete Repairs Ltd, in conjunction with specialist product 
manufacturer Sika Ltd, were contacted by Martinspeed and asked to inspect the roof car 
park of the company’s 40,000sq ft modern warehouse in Hayes. The specification and 
quotation to repair and waterproof the car park deck was accepted and Cemplas was 
awarded the £70,000 contract. 
 
Martinspeed is a specialist company in art handling services for artists, dealers, collectors and 

museums across the world with main premises in central London. 

 

Cemplas has a long relationship with Sika going back over 30 years and is an approved applicator 
under Sika’s Car Park Registered Contractor scheme. This scheme was designed by Sika to offer the 

client not only a guarantee of its products, but also to guarantee that the contractor applying the 

products has demonstrated to Sika that they consistently deliver high quality workmanship, and have 
a successful track record in the installation of Sika Car Park Systems.  

 
The specification for the Martinspeed roof car park consisted of Cemplas operatives applying Sikafloor 

Pronto 11, Pronto 32 and Pronto 18 MMA waterproof membrane system, with Cemplas completing 

the project by applying all vehicle demarcation lines with an epoxy white line coating. Car ramps were 
treated with Sika Pronto Ramp System. 

 
The car park deck was planed to remove the rough undulated surface and shot blasted to provide a 

clean suitable substrate for the new deck coatings. Defective areas were broken out, square cut 
around the periphery, and repaired with Sika Rapid Repair Mortar. 

 

All cracks and joints were banded with Sikafloor 32 Pronto and a fleece reinforcement followed by the 
application of Sikafloor Pronto 11 primer which was then coated with Sikafloor Pronto 32 flexible 

membrane and broadcasted with Sika Quartz Sand whilst still wet. Once this had fully dried, the 
system was completed and sealed by applying Sikafloor Pronto 18 Waterproof Sealer in a decorative 

grey colour.  

 
For expert advice, or if you wish to view a comprehensive list of previous Cemplas case studies, 

please visit the website www.cemplas.co.uk  
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